ABSTRACT

Xenophobia is defined fear or hate toward something that is considered foreign. The general idea of the source of phobia is fear. Whereas, the source of xenophobia is not only fear but also come from hate. The common hatred in xenophobia is hatred that targeted to certain culture, race, religion, and ideology, etc are considered as foreign. Xenophobia has certain unique relation with racism. Hatred towards certain race, culture, or religion can lead into immoral actions. These actions are sometimes called as xenophobic attitude or xenophobic actions. This is particularly shown in Umberto Eco’s *The Prague Cemetery*. The main character in the literary work is experiencing fear and hatred towards one of religion races, the Jewish. His fear and hatred toward the Jew has created much destruction in the community. In addition, this study is analyzing the main character’s fear and hatred towards Jewish community and violent actions that are considered as xenophobic actions. This study uses qualitative method with the formal elements in the novel as the primary data in doing the analysis. Journals, books, articles, and other online sources will be used as the secondary data to support in doing the research. This study focuses heavily on the characterization, Conflict and symbol in revealing the theme of the novel as the finding of this study. This study proves that the formal elements in the novel work together as an organic unity in building the theme that, xenophobia and xenophobic attitudes lead into destructions.
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